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Here is the translation of this article from a fellow Raveler:
Copied from Heather's post: http://www.ravelry.com/discuss/nelkin-designs/3287750/1076-1100#1090.)
Newspaper article translation:
Source: http://www.sueddeutsche.de/bayern/stricken-fuer-den-fried...
English:
Heads up!
Women from the whole world knit winter articles for the refugees in the district of Miesbach. Almost a
thousand gifts of friendship have been gathered.
It can be cold in the Bavarian Oberland, and it is good when one has at least a hat upon his head.
Especially when one has so little as a young man from Sierra Leone. He received his hat during a German
language course over in Tegernsee and told Andrea Dular, a doctor who works in the Miesbach Health
Office, how he was also grateful for the message that was attached. Who exactly knitted this hat and
wrote the nice note, she can no longer remember. But there is a good possibility that the hat has had a
longer journey than its new owner. Because the hats being distributed by Andrea Dular to the refugees
have been knitted by women from half the world and then sent to her in Miesbach. Within two months, a
thousand items have arrived.
An estimated one or two hundred hats are currently stored in three large cardboard boxes in Dulars office
at work. The contents of the boxes are as colorful as the world, next to hats you will find scarves, baby
blankets, some gloves and also baby booties, how some grandmothers like to knit. The Grandmother
image of knitting has not been completely lost in Germany, even if a few years ago handknitting hats
became a trendy pastime of young women in the city and arrived long ago in Miesbach. Andrea Dular
doesn’t need to follow the trend as she has actually always knit. For three years she has conversed with
others on an internet forum over their hobby. The participants in the forum are international, but
predominantly North American, because knitting has been a very big deal there for a long time. There are
countless courses, groups and even cruises just for knitters. Designers, such as Laura Nelkin, make a living
by sending out subscriptions of yarn and patterns.
On the Internet forum, Andrea clicked the most with her favorite knitwear designer Nelkin. The women
there also talk about private matters. (There was a man, but he no longer posts messages.) As Andrea told
them of her busy work with the many refugees, since the nearby gym was used in the Summer as an initial
reception center for the refugees, she would pop into the online knitting community for their incredible
helpfulness and support. At this time, the images from the Munich main train station had already gone
around the world. A few things were arranged, such as the hats should be washable and match colors
mainly for young men. Three days later photos of the first hats were online.
The accompanying notes contain sentences like “You are in our prayers” or other blessings/well wishes.
The designer Nelkin has acted as Andrea Dular’s best hat collector. The hand knit items from the U.S.A.
and Mexico have been sent to her in New York. In Canada, there is another collection point. Further
packages come from Australia, New Zealand or Japan. Dular is now well known at the Customs Office in

Garching, where she always picks up the packets. Sometimes the hats were from one person, but many
times they were from larger groups, such as Parishes (church groups) found in the U.S.A.
On small pieces of paper are sentences like “You are in our prayers” or “Praying for a safe and healthy new
beginning for you”. Kathy Shoft from California sent many hats with such prayers and other blessings.
Rachel from England sent wishes of “Welcome to Europe”, and two Owl hats from Florida had a note
saying “knit for you with warmth and love”. From Des Moines, Iowa came many items with Arabic
messages, and a knitter wrote in German “Best Wishes on the Future” (due to lack of appropriate
keyboard letters, the umlauts were added by hand).
Overall, about 89 women have taken up their needles for the refugees of Miesenbach and often worked
with hand-dyed wool, which has a completely different feel than industrial wool (which Andrea Dular no
longer likes to knit with herself). The exotic Japanese items have a wool that is silky to the touch. Seven
hundred thirty-four soft and warm hats are ready to give out, and nearly 300 are still in the mail to
Miesbach; so no one in Oberland has to freeze.

This photo is from Andrea's Rav posting, to show us how the article looked in the print version:
Copied from Andrea's post: http://www.ravelry.com/discuss/nelkin-designs/3287750/1001-1025#1017

